Abstract-In this research, we present a methodology for extracting very narrow lines in correlated noisy environments. The approach is a generalization of the analysis of variance applied to the symmetrically balanced incomplete-blocks design. It encompasses many well-known algorithms when subjected to more restrictive conditions. The detector is robust and superior to the polynomial-approximation-based detector and the classical Prewitt detector. The procedure detects narrow lines embedded in nonuniform background without compromising resolution, and performs satisfactorily in severe corruptive noise. Extensive computer simulations demonstrate the practicality of the detector on real imaging environments.
I. INTRODUCTION

L
INE detection is crucial in many fields of science. Of special importance is the extraction of narrow lines in noisy environments with the noise characteristics unknown or poorly defined. Over the past two decades, several procedures have been proposed to handle this problem. In particular, Haralick [1] approximates the neighborhood of a pixel using a cubic polynomial in the variables representing the rows and columns. According to his facet model a line is equivalent to a digital ridge (or a valley), which is a simply connected sequence of pixels with gray-tone intensity values significantly higher (or lower) in the sequence than those neighboring cells. Lines are identified by looking for zero crossings of the smooth surface's first directional derivative taken in a direction that extremizes the second directional derivative.
the Latin squares and the two-way layout to operate in correlated noisy environments for the detection of edges and objects, respectively. In general, the Latin squares and the two-way layout designs are limited in the representation of background variations and are undesirable in many situations. This dilemma is remedied by the symmetrically balanced incomplete-blocks (SBIB) design adapted to correlated noisy environments, which is the main thrust of this paper. The paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we briefly review the SBIB design. Its application to line detection is shown by relating the model parameters to the line characteristics. Section III is geared to an analysis of parameter estimation, yielding a sufficient statistic for line detection. The generality of the proposed detector is also exploited. Section IV considers a shape test that locates a potential line by taking advantage of contrast between line and background. In conjunction with the sufficient statistic, a random line detector is subsequently evolved. Its excellent performance in dependent noise environments is demonstrated in Section V through numerous computer simulations. Further discussion and suggestions are given in Section VI.
II. SBIB DESIGN AND APPLICATION TO IMAGE MODELING
A line or a trajectory is defined as a narrow portion of the image which contains high intensity pixels assembled one next to the other and forming a block of uniform gray levels surrounded by low intensity pixels on each side. The line characteristics that are essential to the present algorithm are as follows [2] , [6] :
1) line forms a block of pixels of high intensities and a strong contrast 1 is observed. 2) gray level distribution within the mask has a double-edge (low-high and high-low) transition on both sides. This behavior resembles a pulse function, with drastic changes of intensity around both edges of the line. The preceding properties are interpreted in terms of experimental design considerations, namely, the selection of a specific model. First, one needs to detect the line within the mask and then proceed with the determination of its location. For ease of illustration, only vertical lines are considered. Generalization of line patterns appears in Section IV. Two parameters are considered in the present approach: a block which is a vertical set of high intensity values of a line feature or background, and a treatment which represents the gray intensity variation of the line feature or background. For example, in a mask there 1 The contrast is defined as the difference between the gray intensity average of one homogeneous region and the gray average of another homogenous region [6] are seven columns of pixels, where each column represents a possible block. Supposing there is no more than four different treatments, the assignment of each treatment once and only once for each block in a randomized manner produces a randomized complete blocks design. The italicized term signifies that each block contains all the treatments.
The randomized treatments can model the nonhomogeneity of the background or block. By using this design, the line blocks constitute homogeneous experimental units on which more accurate comparisons can be made. In line detection applications there is a need for a large number of treatments which make the block size very large. This will result in a severe loss of resolution. The balanced incomplete blocks (BIB) design remedies these drawbacks by using an image under the restrictions
Here, is the population size of treatments in a block, the number of blocks, the number of treatments in a block, the number of replicates of each treatment, and the number of blocks in which any particular pair of treatments appears together [3] , [7] . The term incomplete emphasizes that since each block does not contain the entire treatment set, as would otherwise be if an image were used. In practice, information on the distribution of treatments is not available. A prudent approach is to utilize a balanced design and presuppose that every pair of background effects occurs equally likely. An SBIB design is actually a BIB design using the maximum treatment size, i.e., , and is efficient for representing a large number of treatments without imperiling resolution. Conditions for the construction of an infinite but countable set of SBIB designs are given in [8] . In particular, a SBIB design is used in this research.
An SBIB design is shown in Fig. 1 . The variables inside the cells represent the treatments, and the columns represent the blocks. It is easy to verify that each treatment has replications and each pair of treatments occurs in only blocks. The treatments have been randomized across the design units. Let be the observations with the general mean , the effect of the th treatment, and the effect of the th block. Because the random transformation procedure is known a priori, it is possible to relate each to the observation . The fixed-effect model is formulated as (2. 2)
The observation vector results from row-scanning a two-dimensional (2-D) image. The parameter vector is composed of the general mean, the treatment effects, and the block effects.
is an design matrix with the first column equal to one and signifies the general mean; entries in other columns are equal to one or zero, depending on whether a particular treatment or block is present or not. The noise vector is Gaussian distributed with the mean and the covariance matrix , i.e., ; is the unknown variance and is the correlation matrix. All bold-faced symbols denote vectors or matrices, and primes denote the transpose.
As an illustration, a subobservation vector of (2.2) conforming to the first row of Fig. 1 A common way of selecting is to use the natural side conditions (3.2) i.e., the average of the treatment (or block) effects equals zero. In an SBIB design consists of two rows:
, .
B. Generalized Likelihood Test and the Distributions
Consider a narrow, vertical, line embedded in a rectangular mask. Blocks (or columns) that form the line tend to have their block effects significantly different from those belonging to the background. On the other hand, blocks in a homogeneous region exhibit similar block effects. The inclusion of randomized treatments accommodates the gray intensity variation on the same block. Exploiting line characteristic 1) as delineated in Section II, the line detection problem is formulated as an hypothesis-pair test versus .
denotes the logical complement of . Decomposing the relational into a set of equations, the line detection problem is recast as
It is convenient to introduce the symbol , meaning the set of assumptions under hypothesis in addition to those in (2.2) and summarized by . Defining the probability density function ( .4) respectively. The last equation is due to and is orthogonal to whenever . As , the coefficients are pairwise independent.
Since , that is a linear combination of the column vectors of can be represented by . The squared-distance between and is . Setting , attains the minimum. Geometrically, this is analogous to varying in order that coincides with the projection of onto the estimation space. The resulting error belongs to the error space which is an orthocomplement of . As geometrical projection and squared-distance minimization are the same [10] , the resulting error is identical to that predicted by Theorem 1. Then because of (3.4 where is the -statistic with DFs, denotes the probability of , and . With the threshold on hand and making use of (3.6), (3.8), (3.11) , the probability of detection is (3.13) where is the noncentral -statistic with DF's and the noncentrality parameter was defined after (3.8) .
Some Remarks: a) Construction of , : (3.3) indicates that under all block effects are equal. In other words, hypothesis imposes constraints on the design matrix of a SBIB design. 2 is similar to except that among the block effects in (2.3) only one column is one, all the other columns are zeros. Due to the additional constraints the design matrix has rank . The rank deficiency is resolved after employing a side condition matrix . To construct we make use of the natural side conditions (3.2) and the equations induced by . The first two rows of are the same as . For a SBIB design the third and fourth rows of are , , respectively. b) Independent Noise: Suppose in model (2.2) noise is white-Gaussian distributed: . Then , are the same, and so in independent noise environments detector (3.11) reduces to the previous work [2] . c) Complete Blocks Design: In this case, row size equals treatment size, i.e., , so that every cell has an observation. Model (2.2) becomes the two-way design geared to dependent noise environments, implying that detector (3.11) is identical to those proposed by other authors [4] , [5] , [11] .
IV. MULTIDIRECTIONAL LINE DETECTION
A. Locating Potential Lines
Test (3.11) results in the detection of a potential line but cannot locate it within the mask boundaries. The only information available is that some block effects are present. This dilemma is not surprising, because test (3.11) actually carries out a multiple comparison between various linear combinations of the block effects and rejects whenever any one of these combinations is significantly different from zero [12] , [13] . Therefore, once is decided, further processing is in order. This justifies the development of an edge-transition algorithm based on line characteristic 2), described in Section II, utilizing the gray level difference between a line and its background. This approach, however, is not practical because line width is unknown. Further, we also have to confront the scenario the line pattern occupies the right or left portion of the mask resulting in a single-edge transition. These difficulties are overcome by the following shape test on locating the line-feature column that triggers line/background transition a) line feature covers the left portion of the mask while background covers the right portion; b) line feature, background occupy minimum widths of , , respectively in the mask ; c) all columns of line feature are at higher block effects than columns encompassing the background; d) a region composed of line or background exhibits similar (homogeneous) block effects; e) the case that more than one column satisfies the shape test is resolved upon selecting the column of the smallest block effect. Image processing usually entertains a rectangular mask that moves from left to right. Operations a) and b) avoid counting a line twice in the overlapping masks. Operation e) is established on the rationale that, due to the lowpass filtering effect or finite exposition time, a line-feature column adjacent to the background generally exhibits lower block effect than other line-feature columns.
Suppose a mask is used, with minimum width of line, background equal and columns, respectively. Then, the block effect estimates are ranked as "
." Consider the following situations concerning the ranks of the block effect estimates (in double quotes), contingent on the decision rendered by test (3.11) "
," a line is located at column because the first two columns are at higher rank than the next four columns (the last column is don't care); " ," is overturned because column does not coalesce with the previous three columns to qualify as background region; " ," is overturned because a) is not satisfied, perhaps a line will appear in the succeeding mask (which, in conjunction with the present mask, may cause double-edge transition); "
," a line is located at column 3 (not column ) in view of e); "
," a line is located at column because selecting column otherwise would disqualify the background region that starts at column ; "
," a line is located at column .
B. Random Line Detection Algorithm
The conventional SBIB design can only detect block effects, i.e., vertical lines. To detect four-major directional lines oriented in , , , , a directional mask is needed. Consider a 2-D paralleliped with one side inclined at with respect to the horizontal; while the adjacent side is aligned horizontally when , or aligned vertically when . Let be the pixels in the paralleliped. The pair denotes the coordinates with respect to the adjacent side and the -inclined side. Suppose also are pixels in the physically scanned image, where denote its position in the 2-D Cartesian-coordinate system. They are related by ( 
4.1)
A -paralleliped in conjunction with the SBIB design detects -lines. These directional lines are superimposed to obtain a four-major directional line field.
We now summarize the proposed multidirectional detection algorithm, referred to as the GSBIB detector and shown schematically in Fig. 3 . Let be a raw image. The output plane and are initialized to zero. A patch of pixels is transferred from the original data plane, , at position , which is initialized to , to the -directional mask by the mapping procedure (4.1). Data in the directional mask is called . The parameter estimator applies (3.9) to evaluate the unknown vectors , under , , respectively. This is followed by computing , via (3.10) . If in test (3.11) is greater than the threshold (to be defined), is tentatively declared. If this is substantiated by the shape test algorithm (which also determines the offset column position, , in the mask), a -directional line feature of a specified dimension and at strong intensity is painted along the -plane centered at position . The position indicator is incremented, and the load-estimate-detect-locate-paint process is repeated until reaches the end of the image plane. This produces the -directional line feature plane . The angle is then incremented by and is reinitialized, prior to repeating the procedure until all line features are segmented. The outputs are superimposed yielding ultimately the four-major directional line feature field of the image data , as exemplified by Figs. 4 and 3 , respectively. We next consider two methods for establishing the threshold . If the false alarm rate (FAR), , is known, then is simply set according to the level of significance . Alternatively, suppose the FAR is unknown but the relative frequency of occurrence (RFO) of -directional line features embedded in the image is known. The scheme in Fig. 2 is modified in order to compute at every . The output is sorted in ascending order; equals the element with the indexing . signifies the integer part of . Armed with the threshold, the scheme of Fig. 2 is proceeded. The RFO approach thus necessitates processing an image twice.
C. PA Line Detector
The intensity function of a subarea that is aligned 3 with the image plane may be expressed as a bivariate polynomial of pixel coordinates , with respect to the center pixel of the subarea, and corrupted by an additive zero-mean white Gaussian process . Here equals for odd indexing , and otherwise; the same for ; and . In vector form, this is (4.2) where , etc. In particular, the weighting coefficient matrix for a area is shown in the equation at the bottom of the page.
Consider a second subarea of the same size and aligned with the first subarea, but at a different location on the image frame. The bivariate polynomial is also applicable with, however, . Using the least squares fit, an estimate of the coefficient vector is
. If the gray intensity approximation of the first subarea, , is not significantly different from that of the second subarea, , then the structures of these two areas are essentially the same, so that there is no vertical line feature in between these two subareas. 4 Therefore, the test statistic for vertical line features is, according to [14] (4.3) 3 The 2-D areas are in alignment if their pair of axes are parallel to each other. 4 Suppose both subareas are aligned with the image plane in a manner the second subarea is on the left/right (or top/bottom) of the first subarea, a significant difference in gray intensities between these two subareas would reveal that vertical (or horizontal) line features are located equidistantly from these two subareas. By the same token, if these two aligned subareas are -directional, line features oriented in the appropriate direction are detected. Note that in the literature there is no work on multi-directional PA-based line detection.
Comparing (4.2) to (2.2), the PA detector is analogous to the proposed detector. In the SBIB design image pixels are represented by a finite set of treatment groups without assuming irradiance continuity on the local pixels. Consequently, spatial features are preserved. This is in contrast to the PA technique which approximates irradiance in the neighboring pixels by an analytic function, thereby destroying the embedded features. The performance of these two detectors under various imaging conditions is compared in Section V.
In [1] , a bicubic polynomial is used for edge detection, while a zero-order polynomial is used for detecting edge movement in successive frames [15] - [17] . The theoretical development of the PA detector is initiated by Hsu et al. [14] , who also apply a bivariate polynomial for change detection.
D. Prewitt Line Detector
A typical example of the classical linear detectors is the Prewitt detector [18] . Consider a Prewitt mask with the first row equal to , the second row equal to zeros, and the last row equal to the negative of the first row. The mask is convolved with a local neighborhood of the image. If the output is greater than a preset threshold, a horizontal line is declared. The mask is then rotated by , and the procedure is repeated. These directional outputs are superimposed to produce the multidirectional line features.
The Prewitt detector is designed without noise consideration. This precludes evaluating its threshold. In the next section the RFO technique is applied for threshold finding.
V. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
The main purpose is to compare the performance of the GSBIB, the PA, and the Prewitt detectors. Unless otherwise stated, the PA detector employs a pair of masks, while all other detectors employ masks. The FAR, , is set to (refer to Section IV-B regarding threshold selection for the Prewitt detector). The procedures for the PA and the Prewitt detectors are similar to Fig. 2 . According to Fig. 2 , a subarea is taken from the physically scanned data at position and loaded onto a directional mask. Suppose the test decides on . Suppose this is substantiated by the shape test with the setting , , then a directional line is painted on the -plane at position and is advanced by column. When reaches the end of a row, is incremented by and is reset, and so forth. In the case of the PA detector, the masks' centers are separated by rows and column. replacing FAR by RFO dramatically reduces the noise effect. This is not surprising. The RFO approach determines the threshold by ranking the outcome of the testing statistic. Through ranking, the threshold leans favorably to the real lines. Consequently, when the image is reprocessed using the same threshold, spurious lines as caused by noise are de-emphasized. Quite as expected, the outstanding performance of the GSBIB detector relative to the PA and the Prewitt detectors propagates to the RFO case also. We remark that because the RFO is not known a priori and varies dynamically, detectors based on the RFO approach are not very practical. iii) On comparing Figs. 4 and 5 with Figs. 9 and 10, it is apparent that the detectors are susceptible to noise variance (same correlation coefficients). This is consistent with detection and estimation theory. The superiority of the proposed detector is maintained throughout all noise conditions. iv) Figs. 4 and 6 (or Figs. 9 and 11) suggest that decreasing the FAR reduces the unconnected lines (each consists of very few number of points as caused by noise) while the connected lines remain intact. It is also found that the detection power, quantified by the number of spurious lines (less is preferred), at is better than that at , which in turn surpasses that at . 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a new algorithm on detecting and locating very narrow lines in correlated noisy environments. It is found that the algorithm includes other classes of ANOVA-based detectors under more restrictive conditions. Extensive computer simulations demonstrate that the new procedure yields greater power in detecting line features as opposed to the PA detector and the classical Prewitt detector. The new algorithm is robust as related to the variation of noise variance and FAR. The commendable performance of the proposed detector supports convincingly that a four-major directional line detector suffices to extract randomly oriented lines; it also suggests the feasibility of the SBIB design in the modeling of complex images.
The development of the new procedure and its adjustment to the dependent noise model helps us to understand better the concept of line characteristics, and how to detect the line by incorporating a shape test to the sufficient statistic. The present methodology ensures that detectors of directional lines work independently of each other, making it possible to use parallel structures. Due to its computational efficiency and the possibility of estimating all required parameters from data, the proposed procedure is amenable to real-time processing. Also, the proposed scheme may be extended to the segmentation of textured images and image restoration [19] , [20] .
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1:
The natural logarithm of is , where , and . As is a monotone function, maximization of the PDF may be attained by varying . Apply the identity to get so that ; setting it to zero yields . Taking the derivative again to get and is a negative-definite matrix. Therefore, the estimate maximizes the PDF. Q.E.D. 
